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Stability Charts for Uniform Slopes
Radoslaw L. Michalowski, F.ASCE1

Abstract: While computational tools have made most graphical methods and charts obsolete, stability charts for slopes are still
used in practice. The charts presented here are based on the kinematic approach of limit analysis that leads to a strict lower
stability numberc/gH or an upper bound on the safety factor. An earlier suggestion is employed in this paper to produce cha
eliminate the necessity for iterations. Charts are presented for slopes subjected to pore water pressure and also for those expose
forces.
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Introduction

Stability assessments of earth slopes require limit state calc
tions, which differ significantly from those in structural enginee
ing. This is because the weight of the soil constitutes the m
load on slopes, yet it contributes to forces both resisting and d
ing the collapse. These forces depend on the mode of failure
the particular geometry of the failure mechanism. Conseque
the safety factor cannot be defined as a ratio of the limit load
the working load~both being ill-defined for slopes!, but is usually
defined as a function of the strength of the soil. Typically, t
strength of the soil is described by the Mohr–Coulomb yield c
dition as a function of the cohesion,c, and the internal friction
angle,w. A common definition of the factor of safety~F! is the
ratio of the shear strength of the soil to the shear stress nece
to maintain limit equilibrium

F5
c

cd
5

tanw

tanwd
(1)

wherecd andwd are the soil strength parameters necessary o
to maintain the structure in limit equilibrium. They are sometim
referred to as ‘‘mobilized’’ strength parameters. The factor in E
~1! is a ‘‘global’’ measure of safety and it ignores the progress
nature of most failure processes where the limit state is reac
sequentially in the structure. Calculations of the safety factor
quire that parameterscd andwd be used in analysis, independe
of the technique used~finite element, limit analysis, etc.!. Because
cd andwd are not true parameters of the soil, the analysis lead
a fictitious collapse mechanism that should not be interpreted
true failure pattern. Despite this criticism, the safety factor
defined in Eq.~1! is generally accepted in practice, and it see
to be a reasonable measure of the safety of slopes.
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A large body of literature exists on the stability of slopes, a
a comprehensive description of it was presented by Dun
~1996!. No new analysis method is introduced in this paper, rat
a convenient way of representing stability analysis results is
visited. The objective of this paper is to present convenient ch
for estimations of safety factors, based on strict limit analy
~kinematic approach! calculations.

Stability Number

Analyses of stability of slopes with irregular inclination or wit
heterogeneous soils require the application of now computer
methods. However, charts for homogeneous slopes with a
defined inclination are often used in practice as a quick refere
and they are a convenient tool for the first estimate of the sl
safety. An early example of such charts is the one produced
Taylor ~1937!. Taylor used the friction circle method~w-circle
method! to arrive at his chart. To present the results in a dim
sionless manner he introduced a stability number defined as

N5
cd

gH
5

c

gHF
(2)

whereg5unit weight of soil andH5slope height. ForF51, the
stability number in Eq.~1! represents the combination ofc, g, and
H, which guarantees the slope to be at the verge of failure~limit
equilibrium! for given slope inclination angleb and internal fric-
tion angle of the soilw. The stability chart in Fig. 1 was produce
using earlier computations based on the kinematic approac
limit analysis ~Michalowski 1995!, in which a log-spiral failure
mechanism was utilized@Fig. 2~a!#. It seems that the stability
number is nearly identical to that from Taylor’s original chart.

The stability number forw50 becomes independent of th
slope inclination whenb is less than about 50°. This is an artifa
of problem formulation with infinite soil depth, not just in th
kinematic approach of limit analysis, but also in more appro
mate limit equilibrium techniques. This can be explained ea
following limit analysis formulation. Whenw50 the failure sur-
face becomes cylindrical@Fig. 2~b!#, and the dimensions of the
most adverse failure mechanism~for b less than about 50°! tend
to infinity. Thus slope heightH becomes negligible with respec
to failure surface radiusr. Consequently, the rate of work diss
pation during collapse with rotational ratev̇ about pointO as-
sumes a simple form@see Fig. 2~b! for a#

s

,
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Ḋ5cr2v̇~p22a! (3)

The center of rotationO is exactly above the midpoint of th
slope @a point so clearly made by Fellenius~1927! for failure
surfaces extending below the toe#. Hence the rate of the work o
the slope weight, whenr @H, becomes

Ẇg5 1
2gHv̇r 2 cos2 a (4)

The integrated work rate of the soil weight below the slope
equal to zero~this is a direct consequence of the mass conse
tion principle and incompressibility of the soil; not true whenw

Fig. 1. Stability number for uniform slopes~limit analysis!

Fig. 2. Stability analysis:~a! rotational collapse mechanism;~b!
large-size mechanism in cohesive soil; and~c! depth constraint
352 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGIN
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.0!. Equating the dissipation rate in Eq.~3! to the work rate of
the soil weight in Eq.~4! and solving for the stability number, on
obtains

c

gH
5

cos2 a

2~p22a!
(5)

and the maximum of the stability number in Eq.~5! ~best lower
bound! is found whena'23.2°

c

gH
50.181 (6)

The value in Eq.~6! is equal to that in Fig. 1 forw50 andb less
than about 50°. This result is not realistic, and this effect w
already known to Taylor~1937!. A more rational stability number
is obtained by limiting the depth of the failure mechanism to
realistic value~for instance, equal to the depth of bedrock!. Then,
the approximation that slope height is negligible when compa
to r (r @H) used in deriving Eqs.~3! and ~4! is no longer valid,
and the stability number becomes dependent on slope inclina
angleb. Two dashed lines in Fig. 1 indicate the consequence
limiting the depth of the mechanism~D52 andD51.25!. Depth
factorD is explained in Fig. 2~c!. In general, for steep slopes an
large internal friction angles the most adverse failure surfa
intersect the slope toe, whereas for shallow slopes and soils
low w below-the-toe surfaces yield the maximum stability nu
ber.

Based on the chart in Fig. 1, one can deduce the safety fa
for a slope of givenc/gH, b, andw. Because the safety facto
must be applied to bothc and tanw @see Eq.~1!#, the procedure of
evaluatingF from the chart in Fig. 1 is iterative~except for case
w50!. There have been several attempts at constructing ch
that require no iteration to evaluate the safety factor, am
those: Bishop and Morgenstern~1960!, Bell ~1966!, Singh~1970!,
and Cousins~1978!, all of them based on some species of a sl
method. Of these proposals the one suggested by Bell~1966!
appears to be the most convenient.

The motivation for constructing the new charts was the p
sentation of a convenient tool for the quick assessment of
safety of slopes, based on the rigorous limit analysis appro
Bell ~1966! proposed that 1/tanwd ~or F/tanw! be given as a
function ofcd /gH tanwd for a variety of inclination anglesb. He
referred tocd /gH tanwd as the modified stability number,N* .
The advantage of such representation is that parameterN* is
independent of safety factorF

N* 5
cd

gH tanwd
5

c/F

gH~ tanw/F !
5

c

gH tanw
(7)

Hence estimation of the safety factor from charts presented
functions of N* will not require any iterative procedures. On
might argue thatN* should no longer be called a stability num
ber, since it only contains information about the soil and slo
geometry, not the stability. Bell~1966! used his concept to redraw
Taylor’s chart and also to present some additional results fr
Bishop’s slice method computations. More recently, Baker a
Tanaka ~1999! revisited this concept drawing attention to th
useful method of presenting results of slope stability analyse

Of course, stability charts developed in terms ofN* cannot be
used for slopes with zero internal friction angle, in which case
expression in Eq.~7! becomes singular.
EERING / APRIL 2002



Fig. 3. Stability charts for uniform slopes
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Stability Analysis

The charts are developed here using the kinematic approac
limit analysis applied to a rigid rotation collapse mechanism. T
failing soil mass is separated from the soil at rest by log-sp
failure surface ABC, Fig. 2~a!. An early proposal of this mecha
nism was suggested by Rendulic~1935!, who obtained a closed
form solution to a moment due to shear resistance along a se
of a log-spiral. As was proved later, rigid rotation of a blo
separated by a log-spiral surface is a kinematically admiss
mechanism from the limit analysis standpoint, and it leads t
strict lower bound on stability numberc/gH. Taylor ~1937! was
well aware of the Rendulic proposal, but he chose to develop
charts based on the friction circle method, as it lends itself be
to a graphical technique of solution~not surprising, considering
the year of development of these charts!.

The limit analysis based on the log-spiral mechanism
simple slopes was proposed by Chen et al.~1969!. Subsequently,
the influence of pore water pressure, seismic effects, and
reinforcement were included in the analysis~Michalowski 1995,
1998, 1999!. Computer programs for calculations of pore wa
pressure and quasi-static seismic effects developed earlier
modified to produce the charts presented in this paper.
JOURNAL OF GEOTECHN
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Stability Charts for Slopes Subjected to Pore Pressure

The two effects that must be accounted for in the case of
presence of water are the buoyancy and seepage forces. In
equilibrium calculations these can be included in two ways:~1!
using the saturated~total! unit weight of the soil and accounting
for water forces on the boundaries of moving blocks, or~2! using
the buoyant unit weight with seepage forces in the soil skele
In either case, the strength of the soil is considered in term
effective stress. In the kinematic approach of limit analysis
presence of water must be considered through work terms in
energy ~rate! balance equation. To do this effectively, the po
water pressure is considered as a body force, similar to gravit
magnetic forces. In the process of deformation~failure! frictional
soils dilate and the pore water pressure does work on the v
metric strain of the soil skeleton, similar to the work of air pre
sure acting on a balloon shell during expansion of that shell. T
work can be proved to contain the effects of buoyancy and se
age forces, and this approach was used to obtain stability num
for slopes subjected to pore water pressure~Michalowski 1995!.
Theoretical underpinning of this approach was reiterated step
step in Michalowski~1999!. The incipient collapse process is co
ICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING / APRIL 2002 / 353



Fig. 4. Safety factor for slopes subjected to quasi-static horizontal force
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sidered to be fully drained where dilation of the soil skeleton d
not cause any change in the magnitude of the pore water pres

For the purpose of presenting the influence of the pore w
on the stability of slopes, the distribution of the pore water pr
sure is described by coefficientr u defined by Bishop and Mor-
genstern~1960! as

r u5
u

gh
(8)

where u5magnitude of the pore water pressure,g5soil unit
weight, andh5depth of the point on the failure surface below t
slope surface. Stability charts for slopes withr u equal to 0, 0.25,
and 0.50 are presented in Fig. 3. The data in the charts in F
was created using a computer program written earlier~Micha-
lowski 1995!.

Coefficientr u is a rather crude manner of accounting for t
pore water pressure in a slope. If a well-defined flow net in
slope is known, the corresponding pore pressure distribution
be calculated and included explicitly in computations of the s
bility number ~or the safety factor!. While such calculations are
more accurate, presentation of the results in charts would be
ficult because of the large number of variables needed to des
realistic flow nets. While the nature of calculations with po
pressures described in Eq.~8! is rather approximate, the resul
354 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGIN
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make it possible to make an ‘‘educated guess’’ of the influence
pore water pressure on the stability of slopes.

Quasi-Static Seismic Effect

Seismic loads on slopes are often considered in design by inc
ing quasi-static forces due to seismic acceleration. While such
analysis ignores the seismic process~acceleration history! and
does not give any insight into the behavior of the structure, i
routinely used in design. The kinematic approach of limit analy
was used here to arrive at the data used to produce the cha
Fig. 4. Coefficientkh represents the intensity of horizontal acce
eration as a fraction of the gravity acceleration. The effect
quasi-static forces was included in the analysis as an additi
work term in the energy balance equation~Michalowski 1998!.

No pore water pressure was considered in calculations wi
quasi-static seismic force. The quasi-static approach is a c
approximation of seismic effects, and charts involving anot
simplified concept (r u) to describe the pore water pressure dist
bution, in addition tokh , may not be indicative of the true safet
margin of slopes. Such charts would be an inappropriate tool
analyzing the safety of slopes, particularly for liquefiable soils

Safety factorF, represented in the charts asF/tanw, is an
increasing function ofN* ~or c/gH tanw! up to some threshold
EERING / APRIL 2002
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value, beyond which the safety factor becomes independen
parameterN* . This leads to a counterintuitive conclusion that t
safety factor becomes independent of the cohesion. Forkh50.1
this happens beyond the range presented in Fig. 4~a!, but this
effect is present on the charts in Figs. 4~c and e! for slopes with
an inclination of 15–45°. This is an artifact of the problem fo
mulation with an infinite extent of the soil, similar to that ind
cated earlier for the chart wherew50 in Fig. 1. Here, this effect
can be explained by analyzing the tendency of various term
the energy balance equation applied to incipient deformation
deep collapse mechanism.

The predominant force resisting collapse is equal to the m
lized strength along the failure surface, whereas the predomi
force driving the collapse is the quasi-static force due to ea
quake acceleration. For the plane-strain mechanism consid
here, the resisting force is proportional to a characteristic len
~size! of the mechanism@for instance,r 0 , Fig. 2~a!#, while the
driving force is proportional to the square of the characteris
length ~the soil weight term, although also proportional to t
square of the mechanism dimension, increases at a slower
with an increase in the mechanism size!. Consequently, for any
slope of inclinationb subjected to some horizontal accelerati
one can determine internal frictionw of the soil such that stability
numberc/gH tends to infinity when the mechanism tends to
finite size ~critical height of the slope becomes zero or infin
cohesion is needed to maintain limit equilibrium!. Applying con-
stantkh to a very large mass of soil is, of course, unreasonable
before, the outcome is not realistic, and more reasonable re
were found when the mechanism was limited to some reali
depth.

Calculation results are presented as dashed lines in Figs~c
and e! for mechanisms of limited depth, with a depth-to-heig
ratio D52. When kh50.2 @Fig. 4~c!#, the dashed lines forb
530° and 45° nearly overlap, whereas forkh50.3 a curve for
b530° is not shown to preserve the clarity of the chart.

Example

Let a 10 m tall slope with a 30° inclination be comprised of s
whosew520°, c510 kN/m2, and g517 kN/m3. Evaluating a
safety factor for this slope using the chart for stability numb
c/gH ~Fig. 1! has to be done iteratively. Taking the initial gue
of the safety factor for the first iteration asF51.5 we havewd

'13.6° @from Eq. ~1!#, and, interpolating from the chart
c/gHF'0.07, henceF5(c/gH)/0.07'0.84. Taking the second
guess asF51.4 and following a similar procedure, we arrive
the valueF'1.17, and in the third iteration the procedure co
verges atF'1.3.

Now, using the new charts, we first calculatec/gH tanw
50.162. From the chart in Fig. 3~b! for b530° we read
F/tanw'3.6, henceF53.6•tan 20°'1.3. However, this slope
would approach the verge of failure if either it was subjected
JOURNAL OF GEOTECHN
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pore pressures equivalent to those described byr u50.25, or it
was subjected to a quasi-static horizontal force equivalent tokh

50.1.

Conclusions

A set of charts was produced for assessment of the stabilit
slopes. The data was obtained from the calculations based o
kinematic approach of limit analysis. The charts can be used
slopes subjected to pore water pressure and those exposed to
zontal ~possibly seismic! forces. They are convenient to use, a
evaluating the safety factor does not require an iterative proc
However, these charts are not intended for slopes in soils wi
zero frictional component of strength.
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